2012). Form and function of the M4 cell, an intrinsically photosensitive retinal ganglion cell type contributing to geniculocortical vision.
Learning theorists long hypothesized that appetitive and aversive motivational states influence one another antagonistically. Here, Felsenberg et al. show that the activity of neurons in Drosophila known to be important in appetitive conditioning is necessary for the extinction of aversive conditioning, thereby uncovering biological evidence for this opponent-process.
We are watching a movie. The main character is showering. The iconic screech, screech of a string section signals that our main character's shower is about to be disturbed by another unseen character. We tense up, anticipating the worst. Contrary to our expectations, rather than a knife-wielding Norman Bates, the unseen character turns out to be a cat. We giggle. This giggle suggests that the omission of an expected fearful event is not neutral. Rather, it may actually be rewarding. Indeed, the presence of two mutually antagonistic motivational systems (aversive and appetitive) have long been hypothesized by learning theorists (Konosrki, 1967) . According to these opponent-process accounts, aversive and appetitive systems reciprocally inhibit one another; activation of the aversive system inhibits the appetitive system (and vice versa). Although this elegant theory provides a somewhat satisfying explanation for our giggling outburst, the neural circuits underlying the competition between appetitiveaversive processes were not fully identified until now. In this issue of Cell, Felsenberg et al. (2018) take advantage of the power of Drosophila to not only uncover biological evidence for this long-hypothesized opponent-process system, but also map the underlying brain circuity. They show that the activity of anatomically defined dopaminergic neurons (DANs) known to be important in appetitive learning are necessary for the extinction of aversive conditioning. This finding suggests that the absence of an expected aversive stimulus is functionally similar to the presence of an appetitive stimulus.
Flies can be conditioned to avoid or approach a previously neutral odor if paired with an aversive (e.g., electrical shock) or appetitive (e.g., sugar) stimulus, respectively (Tully and Quinn, 1985) . For instance, in aversive conditioning, flies are first exposed to an odor (the conditioned stimulus [CS+]) and a shock (the unconditioned stimulus [US]) followed by a second distinct odor (the CSÀ) presented without shock. Memory is assessed in an odor preference test in which flies must choose between the CS+ versus CSÀ odors. Initially, this assay was used in forward genetic screens to identify molecular signaling underlying memory (Tully and Quinn, 1985) . More recently, the emergence of an arsenal of new genetic tools to manipulate and image the activity of specific neurons in Drosophila makes this a particularly appealing model to study neural circuits underlying memory.
Although an oversimplification of a complex circuit, the CS and US signals of olfactory conditioning converge at the level of the mushroom body (MB) (Heisenberg, 2003; . Aversive or appetitive US information is transmitted by DANs, which innervate the MB. Specifically, protocerebral posterior lateral (PPL) DANs provide aversive signals, whereas protocerebral anterior medial (PAM) DANs provide appetitive signals. Importantly, artificially activating specific DANs can substitute for a US forming either an aversive or an appetitive memory (Waddell, 2013) . Dopamine derived from PPL or PAM DAN populations directs synaptic depression of synapses from odor-specific MB Kenyon cells (KCs) onto particular MB output neurons (MBONs) that mediate approach (e.g., V2, MVP2) or avoidance (e.g., M4b 0 /M6) behaviors, respectively. So the anatomical stage is set for an oppositional approach/avoidance relationship. But how precisely do these aversive and appetitive signals interact?
In the present work, the authors first conditioned an aversive response and then extinguished this response by presenting the CS+ odor alone without shock. To examine whether appetitive PAM DANs were important for the extinction of the conditioned aversive response, the authors temporally silenced these neurons during odor re-exposure. Flies in which the output of appetitive DANs was disrupted behaved as if the extinction training did not occur. This finding mirrors a previous observation from this group that showed that extinction of an appetitive memory requires the function of aversive DANs (Felsenberg et al., 2017) .
It is well known that following extinction training, conditioned fear may return. In many experimental animals, extinguished conditioned fear responses return with the passage of time (spontaneous recovery), following an aversive event (reinstatement), or in a new non-extinguished context (renewal), suggesting that extinction produces new learning rather than erases the original memory trace. To view these competing engrams (i.e., the original conditioned aversive trace and the new extinction trace), Felsenberg and colleagues expressed a genetically encoded calcium sensor (GCaMP) to monitor the activity of the approach (MVP2) and avoidance (M4b 0 /M6) MBONs. As expected, following aversive conditioning, CS+-induced dendritic responses in approach neurons were decreased. Although it might be expected that this aversive conditioning would be accompanied by an increase in dendrite responses in avoidance (M4 b 0 /M6) neurons, no difference was observed in responses to CS+ and CSÀ odors. Following extinction training, however, decreased dendritic signals were detected in both approach and avoidance MBONs. This decrease in the response of M6 dendrites was similar to that previously observed following appetitive olfactory training with a sugar reward . Based on these findings, as well as light and electron-microscope-level connectomics, the authors propose a model in which MVP2 neurons mediate feedforward inhibition in the network, which indirectly potentiates odor responses in M4b 0 /M6 axons to drive avoidance behavior. Finding that extinction decreased odor responses in M6 (but not M4b 0 ) dendrites suggests that the original aversive and the new extinction engrams are integrated within the M6 neurons, determining the robustness of conditioned avoidance. That is, parallel but opposing streams of information are decoded at the level of M6-avoidancepromoting neurons.
This exquisite work identifies the presence of and pinpoints the anatomical locus for the aversive-appetitive opponent process hypothesized by Konorski and other learning theorists. But is there evidence for a similar process in mammals? Is the circuit motif identified in flies conserved in other species? Of course, the neuroanatomy of rodents differs somewhat from flies. But several studies converge to suggest that a similar circuit organization might underlie the opponent aversive-appetitive process in rodents. First, enhanced DA release in subregions of the nucleus accumbens (particularly in medial shell) has been observed during the shock omission period of fear extinc-tion (Badrinarayan et al., 2012) . Second, optogenetic inhibition of DANs projecting from the ventral tegmental area (VTA) to the medial shell area of the nucleus accumbens during this shock omission period prevents extinction (Luo et al., 2018) , similar to the effects described here in flies. Therefore, the general organization of circuits regulating fear (and avoidance) appear to be conserved from flies to rodents. It is possible by extension, therefore, that a similar circuit accounts for our nervous giggling during horror movies.
